Datanova Scientific is a young and innovative company that specializes in big data, machine learning, semantic technology, and artificial intelligence. We aim to advance the fundamental state of big-data science.

The company culture focuses on high standards, mentorship, and a flat organizational structure. The work environment is productive, supportive, and apolitical. We offer benefits such as healthcare and retirement.

Datanova is a great place to start a career. We work in high-demand technologies and give new engineers and developers the responsibility and support to grow quickly.

We are looking for engineers and developers who enjoy working with technology, like problem solving, and have an excellent work ethic. Prior experience is not required.

**JOB DESCRIPTION:**

**Title: Software Developer**

- Maintains and improves our core software products.
- Creates new analytics and algorithms to solve our clients’ problems.
- Aids in engineering and technical support of our products.
- Reports to senior personnel.

**MUST HAVE:**

- Linux proficiency
- Java OR Scala OR JavaScript
- Strong at engineering (setting up software systems, debugging, problem solving)
- Bachelor’s Degree in relevant technical discipline

**NICE TO HAVE:**

- NoSQL / big data familiarity
- Relational Databases
- U.S security clearance

**HOW TO APPLY:**

Please apply with your resume and cover letter at desk@datanovasci.com.